
English Task Monday 8th February 

Starter – Warm your brains up!  

Task 1 – Add in the punctuation and correct the spellings. We will go through this on 

Tuesday in the live lesson. 

C x 3       . x 3      , x 2          Sp x 3 

the houses were big and red they were realy big whith smoke coming from them the girl who 

was happy and tired stud in the snow  

Task 2 - Improve these word choices:  

red __________     big __________ happy ___________ tired __________ 

 

Task 3 - Improve 1 sentence openers. Rewrite the sentence you are improving the opener of 

on the line below. Could you use a fronted adverbial followed by a comma? A subordinate 

conjunction (I SAW A WABUB)? A preposition (In the distance…, Near…., In front of…)? 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Main Task – 100 Word Challenge! 

Use the picture below called ‘Tundra Town’ as inspiration for your 100-word challenge. 

Remember the challenge is to try and get exactly 100 words! It can be a story, a 

description, a poem, a newspaper, a recount, a diary, a letter etc. Use your imagination and 

be creative!  

We have been looking at a range of different ways to write sentences including different 

openers and descriptive devices during our live lessons when we get our brains going. Use all 

the things you have been practising in these sessions and show of what you can do!  

You could use: 

 MAPOS (metaphors, alliteration, personification, onomatopoeia and similes) 

 Expanded noun phrases (2 adjectives in a list separated by a comma) 

 Fronted adverbials followed by a comma (Calmly, … Soon, … In the blink of an eye, …) 

 Subordinate conjunctions (I SAW A WABUB) Remember your comma if you start a 

sentence with a subordinate conjunction to mark the end of the clause. 

 Relative clause (who, which, that, whose) Remember your commas. 

 Short sentences to build suspense 

Remember to reread your work while you are writing to check it makes sense and is 

punctuated. 



Tundra Town 

 

 

Optional Task 

Can you design your own house that would be suitable to be built in a very snowy place?  

Think about a name for your house, and the materials you need to build it. You could label 

the picture, and even produce a poster or leaflet telling people about it. 


